Use Your Words: Capturing Water and the Environment in Poems
Here are some vivid examples, in the words of young people your age connecting their
experiences to water and other elements.
So, read and then send us something that expresses your feelings or observations about water
and other elements of the environment!

RAIN
Lightning dances beneath the tumbling surface
of furrowed, thunderous clouds
and suddenly, the fever breaks
droplets pour
and collect in my hands.
Of all the words in the English language
these have fallen together
to form
one small gift.

________________
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IF I COULD BE WATER
If I could be water
I wouldn’t be a pond
Muddy and brown,
I wouldn’t be an ocean
Big and alone,
I wouldn’t be rain
Falling again and again,
I wouldn’t be ice
Cold and frozen,
I would be a river,
Long, wide and free.
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AN ENDLESS RHYTHM
Waves play a smooth song
Inky water under a full moon
A surface that shimmers
Slight waves disturb
the glassy surface
The water sighs
Never changes its rhythm
Pulls in and out
Always on time
Silence, even the gulls sleep
Only dreaming stars,
a sleepy moon,
and restless waves accompany me
My troubles pass away
Pulled into the endless sighs
Melt into the marred surface
of the water
There is nowhere else
I would rather be
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